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Death

However, just when Xu Lei and the others were about to leave Noirfork and seek refuge in Gritsberg.

Suddenly, in the dark place ahead, an army green off-road vehicle galloped up.

The low buzzing sound, like the roar of a wild beast, trembles the world.

The two Helen lights in front of the car are as sharp as a sword, splitting the night sky.

In the direction of Ye Family Villa, he whizzed directly.

The moment he saw this car, the people of the Ye family were like a frightened bird, and their face was pale.

Ye Tian and others asked Xu Lei in fear, “Mr. Xu, this…

Is this the person you sent?

“Xu Lei shook her head: “No, this seems to be a military car.

“It should be someone sent by Xu Shaohua.”

“For the Xu family, who is also one of the four giants of Gritsberg, Xu Lei naturally understands their
details. This Xu family started from the army. In the military world, it can be said to cover the sky with one
hand. A double general is even more so. A good story in the Vietnamese military today. Therefore, when he
saw this green off-road vehicle, Xu Lei concluded that it was the person sent by Xu Shaohua. “What?

“Xu Shaohua’s person?”

“These damn bastards, it’s endless.”

“I didn’t get rid of us just now, so I didn’t give up.

After Ye Ya waited for the Ye family to hear the sound, they suddenly shouted angrily. “Dad, don’t talk
about it.”

“While we haven’t chased us, let’s leave.”



“Ye Jian was already frightened, and the feeling of walking through Guimen Pass was really uncomfortable.
Just now the group of Wei Wuya people had already scared Ye Jian. Now they found that the Fenghua
Group had come back again, Ye Jian naturally was very frightened. The fairy-like sister had already left, and
if she fell into the hands of Lu Mingfeng and the others this time, she would really be over. Not only Ye Jian
thought, Xu Lei also felt that thirty-six strategies It’s better not to confront them head-on. After all, Xu Lei’s
rush to come this time did not bring enough manpower. If Lu Mingfeng wants to come hard, Xu Lei is
helpless. Boom~ The next moment, He heard only one roar. After Xu Lei gave an order, the number of
luxury cars suddenly roared, and the wheels were speeding, and they drove toward the depths of the dark
night. , Hurry up!

Looking at the SUV that was getting closer, Ye Jian was so scared that he almost yelled out. Sure enough,
just as they guessed, the car was obviously coming for their Ye family. In the dark night, that. A wild
off-road vehicle roared like a beast, chasing Xu Lei and the others. “Good!

“Sit down~” Ye Ya and the others were also forced to worry.

Regardless of the sign of the speed limit forty in the urban area, the vehicle is adjusted to the sport mode,
and the accelerator pedals to the end.

The 2.0t engine directly broke out the ultimate roar.

Accelerate from 100 kilometers in less than eight seconds!

The huge push back is almost crazy.

Ye Ya vowed that he had never driven such a fierce car in his life.

But this is no way.

Before the end of life and death, who can worry so much?

“Fly” is right!

Just listen to a whistle~ The Mercedes-Benz e300l that Ye Ya drove, like the wind, whizzed past Xu Lei.

This time the Ye family evacuated Noirfork and drove a total of five cars.

Ye Ya’s family took one, Ye Tian’s family took one, and Ye Qingzhu’s family drove one. As for Ye Ximei
and Mr. Ye, they were in the car Xu Lei prepared for them.

As for Xu Lei, she drove a car alone.

At this time, Xu Lei undoubtedly found the off-road vehicle chasing it.

And, the distance with them is quickly getting closer.

Chapter 2076 I’m Not Dead

Xu Lei gritted her teeth and suddenly slowed down, and soon fell behind.



When Ye Ximei saw this, she was shocked and immediately called Xu Lei: “Xiao Lei, why did you slow
down and the car broke down?” “Aunt Mei, you don’t care about me, you go first.”

Xu Lei replied. , Dang Even hung up the phone.

After that, she continued to slow down. With this speed and slowness, the distance between her and the
army green off-road vehicle was quickly shortened.

However, just when the off-road vehicle was about to overtake, Xu Lei hit the steering wheel and blocked
his way.

It seems that Xu Lei intends to block the car by herself and prevent it from catching up.

In this way, the two cars stalemate for several minutes.

By Xu Lei’s ear, he could vaguely hear the frantic roar of the car behind him.

“Huh, wanting to harm my brother Mark’s relatives, isn’t it that easy?” “Cross this miss first!” Xu Lei
breathed a sigh of relief when she saw that the off-road vehicle had been dragged by herself.

She estimated that Aunt Mei and they had already gone far.

Huh~ The wheels galloped, Xu Lei drove the vehicle in the dark night.

The off-road vehicle behind him was still looking for a chance to overtake, but how could Xu Lei give him a
chance and blocked its way every time.

However, when Xu Lei focused all of his attention on the off-road vehicle behind him, he did not even
notice that he had entered a curve ahead.

“Be careful!” I don’t know who shouted outside the car window.

But Xu Lei, whose window was closed, could hear her clearly.

However, at this time, Xu Lei also seemed to notice the curve ahead.

In shock, there was a sudden brake, and the steering wheel hurried to the left.

But after all, it was too late.

The huge centrifugal force carried the BMW car and rushed out of the road.

Amid the deafening impact, I saw the car rolling several times on the ground before it stopped.

“Damn!” “This silly girl~” Mark was angry and angry at the time.

He yelled while chasing behind, asking Xu Lei to stop.

But that silly Nizi closed the doors and windows tightly, and the two were so fast that they couldn’t hear
Mark’s yelling.



Finally, in desperation, Mark wanted to get closer.

But Xu Lei mistakenly thought that Mark wanted to overtake.

In short, all kinds of coincidences and misunderstandings led to this oolong incident.

After Xu Lei’s accident, Mark hurried over to save people.

In the field, Xu Lei’s car fell on all fours.

The Helen flashing light kept flashing, the wiper brushed back and forth over and over again, and the ground
was leaking oil.

“Leier~” “Leier~” Mark was anxious and pulled open the car door.

Inside the car, the airbag had exploded, Xu Lei was squeezed inside, and blood was dripping from her
forehead.

Seeing that, he was unconscious.

Upon seeing this, Mark was even more worried.

Quickly took Xu Lei out of the car.

Fortunately, the airbag of this car was opened in time, and Xu Lei’s speed was not very fast when he entered
the corner, and the surrounding was also soft soil, so Xu Lei’s body was not affected except for some
scratches. .

When Mark saw this, he was relieved.

“Leier, wake up~” “Wake up~” Mark hugged her and called out softly.

Xu Lei soon woke up too, she opened her eyes, and when she saw Mark, she thought she was an illusion.

She blinked over and over again, seeming to confirm that she was dazzled.

Upon seeing this, Mark smiled suddenly, put his hand on Xu Leiqiong’s nose, and lightly plucked it.

“Silly girl, don’t look.”

“It’s me, I’m not dead, I’m back alive.”
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